
Report and interpret honestly, striving for accuracy, fairness and disclosure for all 
essential facts. Do not suppress relevant available facts, or give distorting emphasis. Do 
your utmost to give a fair opportunity for reply

○

MEAA•

Journalists need to present both sides of every issue○

1918 Oswald Garrison Villard•

Slogan: "We give both sides'○

1993 CNN•

Definitions

Framing an issue as equal○

Would be okay if the issue was 50/50○

Objectivity has been understood to mean, if there is a strong debate, give equal time to 
both proponents

○

Lazy journalists think that you present a claim, then an opposing claim○

Think this is objective because they're not picking sides○

This can lead to equal exposure for arguments despite their lack of merits or relevance○

Can lead to the idea that the truth is probably somewhere between the two opposing 
sides, when in fact, one side is just plain wrong

○

We fail to push the story toward a deeper understanding of what is true and what 
is false

▪

In obsession with the latest (time and economic pressures)▪

Cunningham 2003○

Both sides argument is epically inadequate▪

When you treat all sides the same, you are drawing a moral equivalence between 
victim and aggressor

▪

Objectivity must go hand in hand with morality▪

'Fairness' (MEAA)□
Application of objectivity relies on some shared societal values▪

Christine Amanpour CNN○

Journalism of attachment▪

A journalism that cares as well as knows▪

Aware of its responsibilities▪

Will not stand neutrally between good and evil, right and wrong, victim and 
oppressor

▪

Bell 1995○

False equivalency•

Giving oxygen to bad ideas○

Not a funnel for every idea○

Journalists ferret out the truth and reveal the arguments as crazy•

The Guardian won't be giving equal time between no▪

Same-sex marriage coverage dilemma○

All covered as if two legitimate sides to the story▪

Holocaust didn't happen▪

1998 Dr Wakefield recruited children from anti-vaccine lobby group□
Anderson Cooper doesn't let Wakefield's claims float in the air□

Vaccinations trigger autism▪

Barack Obama isn't a true American▪

Climate change▪

Four issues that question the concept of balance○

Examples•

Balance

Objectivity, balance and false equivalency
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Scientific consensus□
Climate change▪

What would have happened if the media dismissed civil rights activists as a false 
equivalent and never reported on it

▪

Civil rights○

Tobacco○

Requires reporters to present competing points of view•

Demands that journalists present competing points of view on a scientific question as 
though they had equal scientific weight, when actually they do not

○

Causes problems in science•

Fairness

Over-emphasises one view to the detriment of another legitimate, well supported view 
implying one has more credibility

•
Bias

Government policy - Minister•
Critique of gov policy - Opposition•
Wider view - NGOs and lobby groups•
Context and overview - experts•
Figures - ABS•
Face - heart of this story•
Then apply judgment - am I being fair and balanced or have I given equal credibility to wrong 
views?

•

Who else do I need to talk to?•

Issue reporting

Radio broadcaster Alan Jones has dismissed claims by Liberal MP Julia Banks' that bullying 
against women is rampant within federal parliament on both sides of the House.

•

During a Q&A debate on Monday night, the prominent figure acknowledged the toughness of 
politics but said it comes with the territory.

•

"[Politicians] need to take a teaspoon full of cement and toughen up," Mr Jones said.•
"They know the game they're going into - it is tough and it is confrontational."•
The conservative commentator's voice joins a handful of prominent politicians who have 
weighed in on the most recent controversy surrounding the Liberal Party.

•

At the Women of the Future awards earlier this week, former Foreign Affairs Minister, Julie 
Bishop called out "appalling behaviour in Parliament."

•

Tutorial exercise - Julia Banks MP
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